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Abstract. Multistakeholder Dialogues (MSDs) are being used as part of many interna-
tional policy-making efforts. Of� cial and unof� cial representativesare being brought together
to build relationships, set agendas for future of� cial and unof� cial dialogues, and even to
generate packages of proposals or recommendations. The authors describe the key challenges
that face prospective MSD designers, including: � nding the right participants, managing
with extremely limited � nancial resources, providing effective meeting facilitation, and inte-
grating the work of MSDs into existing institutional activities and structures. While there are
examples of successful MSDs that contribute to of� cial policymaking, too many multistake-
holder dialogues founder because the participantsare inadequatelyprepared, the processes are
managed ineffectively, and expectations are unrealistic.
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Introduction

Theoretical writing in the � eld of negotiation and con� ict resolution suggests
that multi-party, multi-issue disagreements are best handled by (1) bringing
together appropriate representatives of key stakeholding groups; (2) ensuring
that the representatives and their respective constituencies have the time
and resources they need to prepare effectively; (3) providing non-partisan
facilitators to manage the dialogue; (4) spelling out mutually agreeable
ground rules regarding how the conversation should proceed; and (5) clari-
fying what the group product or decision will be (Susskind 1999). In the
realm of international treaty making, informal representatives of unof� cial
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stakeholder groups (“unof� cials”) have been meeting with country represent-
atives (“of� cials”) for many years. In some instances, these parallel informal
conversations, threaded through various stages of the formal treaty-making
process, have generated ideas or elements of agreement that have, in fact,
made of� cial treaties possible. Sometimes, though, it seems as if the UN-
sponsored system of international treaty negotiation is structured so that the
of� cial representatives do not have the time or even the permission to meet
with unof� cials.

Civil society has been seeking a greater voice, not just in of� cial interna-
tional treaty making, but in all multilateral efforts to analyze emerging prob-
lems, explore policy options, and design new programs or practices. Indeed,
many observers now argue that civil-society voices should be included in all
international deliberations, not just treaty negotiations, to access their ideas
and information and leverage their support for implementation.1

In response, ad hoc processes of Multistakeholder Dialogue (MSD) and
Multistakeholder Processes (MSPs) have emerged. Multistakeholder pro-
cesses is a more general term, covering not only MSDs but also consultations
with unof� cial stakeholders that are not dialogue based.2 Yet it is clear
that most stakeholders today prefer to engage in dialogue. While in this
article we differentiate between processes that include face-to-face interac-
tion (multistakeholder dialogues) and those that do not, we call them all
MSDs for the sake of simplicity and in anticipation of the increasing use
of dialogue in the future.

MSDs are now used by dozens of UN agencies and multilateral organ-
izations.3 They tend to involve intensive conversations among a range of
interest group representatives. Some are focused on exactly the same ques-
tions being addressed in of� cial venues; others are organized at the early stage
of issue identi� cation to bring new issues or proposals to light. Many involve
rather large gatherings, although some are quite small. Many are announced
publicly (and even open to quali� ed observers), although most are by invita-
tion only. Some are facilitated by non-partisan process managers, others are
chaired by individuals who may or may not have facilitation expertise. In
most cases, the results of these informal exchanges are meant to become input
into of� cial processes; however the linkages are often unclear and the impacts
uncertain.4

The important point is that MSDs – whether organized by non-
governmental organizations on a one-time-only basis or structured as on-
going exchanges supported by a multinational organization – bring non-
governmental actors – unof� cials – into conversation with of� cial policy-
makers. While multilateral policy-making organizations – such as the United
Nations, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and
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World Bank – remain entities that only countries can join, these institutions
are increasingly being pressed to incorporate into their work the views and
inputs of non-governmental interests. There are two primary reasons for
this. First, the legitimacy of their efforts hinge on the acceptance, if not the
approval, of a globally connected and outspoken civil society. Second, they
need access to the growing body of relevant knowledge and skills required
for complex problem solving. MSDs are the primary vehicle though which
these two objectives can be met.

The Objectives of MSDs

MSDs provide a forum in which of� cial and unof� cial stakeholders can talk
face-to-face. However, conversation is often not the objective. Many MSDs
are convened to generate speci� c proposals for responding to a pressing
problem. Indeed, there are a variety of reasons that multilateral organi-
zations have organized MSDs over the past decade. Outlined in Table 1,
the objectives tend to fall under four headings: relationship building, gath-
ering and exchanging information, brainstorming and problem solving, and
consensus building.5 These are listed in a hierarchy of sorts, starting with
relationship building and ending with consensus building as the “most ambi-
tious” objective.6 MSDs with “more ambitious” objectives tend to seek, and
achieve if they are successful, the “less ambitious” objectives as well. Thus,
for example, a process seeking to generate a consensus on policy will also
reinforce relationships, generate new information, and brainstorm a range of
creative solutions before reaching consensus.

Relationship Building

When there is acrimony or disagreement over fundamental values and needs,
it can be important for con� icting parties to begin building bridges.7 MSDs
can provide such opportunities. Often, the best type of interactions for
promoting relationship building are informal dialogues in which participants
seek to understand each other’s perspectives and explore areas of agreement
and disagreement. While full understanding is often not achieved,8 visible
efforts to hear out other views may lessen fears and open minds.

Information Sharing

An essential part of almost all MSDs is the gathering and exchange of
information (much of which happens during preparation for face-to-face
meetings). Participants can introduce the information they have, so that others
can factor this information into their deliberations (outside the dialogue). Or,Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Table 1. Objectives of MSDs

Objectives

Relationship building: improve relationships among con� icting parties – many holding
fundamentally different values – and improving the public legitimacy of the process, its
products, and its conveners. MSDs that are undertaken solely for public relations,however,
often have dif� culty maintaining their legitimacy under stakeholder scrutiny.

Information sharing: gathering existing, and creating new, information relevant to the
issues being considered – including factual analyses as well as analysis on the spectrum of
stakeholder values. Clarifying areas of disagreement and agreement.

Agenda setting: identifying key problems, framing future deliberations, planning future
actions and deliberations.The participantsplan togetherwhat problems need to be explored
in future deliberations and may make a plan on how to address those issues using more
collaborative dialogues that they plan, and perhaps implement, collectively.

Brainstorming and problem solving: jointly analyzing problems with the purpose of
recommending possible options. The participants seek to identify viable policy options for
the considerationof decision makers, without seeking to agree on which options are best.

Consensus building: brainstorming and problem solving for the purpose of developing
a joint recommendation or a “package” that meets the needs of all key stakeholders.
The intention is that a consensus among the participants will exert a strong in� uence on
“of� cial” decision-making.

they can agree to gather jointly new information. Information generated in
this manner (called joint fact � nding9) is more likely to be believed by all
parties. Dialogues focused on information sharing are also a device by which
convening agencies and organizations can help build the long-term capacity
of key groups of stakeholders.

Agenda Setting

Some MSDs may be convened to prioritize future issues for exploration or
actions that need to be taken. Faced with dif� cult problems and resource
constraints, decision makers may need to know what issues are of greatest
concern to unof� cials. The key question may be: what question best re� ects
the concerns of stakeholders at a moment in time. These MSDs are usually
expanded to allow multilateral organizations to consult with stakeholders to
determine what actions should be taken or whether stakeholders are willing
to help. Actions may include further studies, perhaps conducted jointly, or
perhaps the convening of a future MSD that will allow stakeholders to exploreDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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solutions to problems they agree need to addressed, using a process designed
to best facilitate such deliberations.

Brainstorming and Problem Solving

While information sharing is important, the link between it and decision
making is often tenuous. Because of this, it may be dif� cult to draw busy and
in� uential stakeholders into MSDs unless potential solutions are also under
discussion. MSDs can bring together key stakeholders to brainstorm possible
new policy options or approaches to problems. Such dialogues may be
most important when differences hinge on fundamental value disagreements
and not just varying interpretations of fact. Such MSDs may be informal,
conducted in private and produce summaries that do not indicate who said
what (i.e., no attribution). When of� cial decision makers participate in such
dialogues (usually in their personal rather than their of� cial capacities), they
can explore dif� cult issues without worrying about the positions their organi-
zations may or may not have taken. Other stakeholders can gain access to
of� cial decision makers, learn about on-going negotiations, and help make
those negotiations more productive by adding ideas or elements that might
otherwise not have been considered (Martinez and Susskind 2001).

Consensus Building

Finally, some multistakeholder processes seek consensus among the parti-
cipants. On rare occasion MSDs are called upon to make formal decisions (on
behalf of some agency or of� cial entity); it is much more common, however,
that they are asked to produce a set of recommendations that will be fed into
of� cial policy making. Consensus is achieved when almost all participants
agree that they can “live with” a proposed “package” after every effort has
been made to address the interests of the participants. In practice, while MSDs
seek unanimity, most reach a point where an overwhelming majority agrees,
but a few have more to gain by dissenting. If, after probing the concerns
of the holdouts, the group discovers that there is nothing more than can be
done to meet the interests of those who do not agree, they conclude their
consensus-building efforts (Susskind 1999).

Organizing MSDs – Two Fundamental Choices

Imagine the choices that potential MSD organizers face. Assume that an
international non-governmental organization (INGO) or inter-governmental
organization (IGO) wants to organize a dialogue on an emerging topic ofDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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global signi� cance. There has been no push, as yet, to add this issue to the
agenda of any policy-making body or agency. However, this organization
is convinced that the topic is of growing urgency. Assume, also, that this
entity has funds – perhaps from an interested philanthropic organization,
multinational bank, or even a national government – suf� cient to bring 25
or so people together for two or three days. First, the organizers must decide
whom to invite. They can use their informal networks to identify two dozen
individuals from around the world with suf� cient background, knowledge,
skill, and stature to raise the pro� le of the issue. Or, they can contact a number
of obvious stakeholder groups – international agencies, national governments,
and in� uential NGOs and universities – to increase the political legitimacy of
their effort based on the status of the participants.10 Perhaps a mix of both
types of representatives–individuals with standing and politically signi� cant
organizations – would be useful. The former might be considered represen-
tative of various interest groups or demographic factions because they are
“like them” and can thus speak about their concerns. The latter could be
considered representative in a different sense; they are positioned to speak
for and commit a speci� c constituency.11

The second decision facing the organizers is how to structure the interac-
tion. Should it be a time for the of� cial representatives to get to know each
other, to learn about each other’s concerns with regard to the issue? Or, should
the time be used to have technically-sophisticated presenters “educate” the
of� cial representatives about the issue so that they can take action on a
prepared package of proposals?

If the organizers were, instead, addressing an issue that had been a topic
of concern for some time, but little progress has been made, the same two
questions would have different meaning. In deciding whom to invite, they
would have to decide whether progress hinged on “of� cial” support for the
elements of a solution; or, instead, whether progress depended on skilled and
knowledgeable individuals reframing the problem or brainstorming a new
approach that might break an impasse. MSD organizers must always decide
whether what is needed is an informal dialogue (out of the spotlight) in which
a mix of diplomats and stakeholder leaders discuss their differences or a more
formal dialogue, working toward a consensus with the help of a professional
facilitator or mediator. In those cases where an agreement is generated, at
least some of the (of� cial) participants can take word of the agreement, and a
text, back to their formal bodies.

Clarifying Confusions

While MSDs are becoming an increasingly popular tool in support of of� cial
international policy making, there is still much uncertainty about what these
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Table 2. Typology of MSDs

Participant selection Purpose of the dialogue

Generating good ideas Generating participant
commitment to a pro-
duct

Participants speak based primarily
on knowledge and skill

TYPE I
Relationship building/
information sharing

TYPE III
Brainstorming and
problem solving

Participants speak based on their
capacity to commit or signi� cantly
in� uence the commitment of a con-
stituency

TYPE II
Agenda setting

TYPE IV
Consensus building

processes are and what they involve. This section looks at several of the most
signi� cant confusions and suggests some clari� cations.

Who Is Participating?

Carlson de� nes stakeholders as “key individuals, groups, and organizations
that have an interest in the issue at hand. They may be responsible for
seeing a problem resolved or a decision made, they may be affected by
a problem or decision, or they may have the power to thwart a solution
or decision” (1999: 171). Stakeholder involvement is usually understood
to revolve around the participation of individuals and groups with speci� c
interests (and values) potentially at risk; thus, it should not be confused
with normative ideas about direct democracy that advocate the � rst-hand
participation of citizens in important governmental decisions. Sometimes the
term stakeholder is used to denote non-governmental actors – for example,
international environmental organizations, industry, or popular social move-
ments. In other cases, it is understood to include government agencies and
inter-governmental organizations as well. In this paper, we take the latter
view.

Stakeholders vary in their relationship to a decision and in the intensity
of that relationship.12 Some may have of� cial status, partaking in of� cial
decision-making forums outside the multistakeholder dialogue. Others may
lack of� cial status but have signi� cant in� uence on the decisions of of� cials,
stakeholder constituencies, or the opinions of citizens. Still others may be
essential for the eventual implementation of decisions.
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Stakeholders are often categorized by the values or interests they repre-
sent. Some institutions divide stakeholders into three groups – govern-
ment, business, and civil society. However, more � ne-grained distinctions
among stakeholders have sometimes been made, especially since the 1992
Earth Summit identi� ed nine Major Groups – Women, Children and Youth,
Indigenous People, Non-Governmental Organizations, Local Authorities,
Workers and Trade Unions, Business and Industry, Scienti� c and Techno-
logical Communities, and Farmers.13 For example, to act as a sounding board
for its Commissioners, the World Commission on Dams created an Advisory
Forum, which included 68 stakeholder organizations. After a closer exam-
ination of the large dams policy arena, the World Commission on Dams
distributed representation on the Forum across ten stakeholder categories,
including: Private Sector Firms, River Basin Authorities, Utilities, Multi-
lateral Agencies, Bilateral Agencies and Export Credit Guarantee Agencies,
Government Agencies, International Associations, Affected People’s Groups,
NGOs, and Research Institutes (WCD 2000).14

In its most simple form, multistakeholder means that representatives of
more than two categories or perspectives participate. However, the de� nition
of multistakeholder becomes more complex when concerns about legitimacy
come into play. To many, multistakeholder means that both of� cial and unof-
� cial stakeholders ought to be included in all dialogues intended to shape
policy decisions. This re� ects the general tenet that anyone affected by a
decision ought to have some say in making it. Thus, an international treaty
negotiation attended only by government representatives is not a multistake-
holder dialogue, even though representatives of more than two stakeholder
groups are present.15 Some observers of and participants in multistakeholder
processes take multistakeholder to mean “inclusive” of all relevant interests.
For example, Stakeholder Forum (formerly UNED) suggests that multistake-
holder processes, which include MSDs, “aim to bring together all the major
stakeholders in a new form of communication, decision-� nding (and possibly
decision-making) structure on a particular issue” (Hemmati et al. 2001: 16)
(emphasis added).

We argue that multistakeholder dialogues are those that seek to represent
key stakeholders, with the understanding that resource constraints, uncer-
tainty about the scope of the policy arena, and other “real life” limitations
may prevent either the identi� cation or the participation of less obvious
stakeholders. Practically, while a process is categorized as a multistakeholder
dialogue when it involves more than two representatives, in political terms,
it is hardly worth organizing MSDs unless efforts are made to insure the
involvement (perhaps at different levels) of all key stakeholding groups.
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On Dialogue and Consensus Building

Identifying the key stakeholders and how they will be represented is one pro-
blem; knowing how best to structure the interaction among them is another.
In their evaluations of MSPs and MSDs, both the World Resources Institute
(WRI) (Dubash et al. 2001) and UNED Forum (Hemmati et al. 2001) stress
the importance of dialogue. What is a dialogue? The dictionary de� nes it as:
² A conversation between two or more persons.
² An exchange of ideas and opinions.
² A discussion between representatives of parties to a con� ict that is aimed

at resolution.
Several authors suggest that dialogue is about the “joint construction of
meaning.” Bohm (1984) suggests that dialogue engages participants in a
creative joint thought process through which meaning is created. Others see
dialogue as essential to the construction of identity. For example, Bakhtin
(1929: 252) writes, “in dialogue, a person not only shows himself outwardly,
but he becomes for the � rst time what he is, and we repeat, not only for others
but for himself as well. To be, means to communicate dialogically.”

For our purposes, we assume that participants in a dialogue exchange
information about their values, perspectives, and ideas with the expectation
that others will listen and make a genuine effort to understand. Complete
understanding, while desirable, is not necessary for a dialogue to achieve
substantive objectives (like generating policy agreements); nor is it necessary
for relationships to improve for a dialogue to have been successful.

Revisiting the Two Key Choices

Experience shows that many different kinds of MSDs are being used to
achieve the objectives we have outlined. To better understand how MSDs
are being used, we have categorized them in terms of the two key variables
mentioned at the outset: the form of representation and the objectives of the
interaction. This typology was presented in Table 2.

The form of representation is indicative of how the process seeks to draw
legitimacy from the selection of participants. When participants are hand-
picked and serve in their personal capacity, MSD conveners de-emphasize
concerns about the impacts of any commitments reached. They look instead
to generate better relationships, “new ideas,” and maybe guidelines, recom-
mendations, options, or other softer agreements that can stimulate of� cial
deliberation. By including participants with the ability to commit, or at
least strongly in� uence, their organizations or communities, MSD organizersDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Table 3. Participant selection characteristics

Participantschosen primarily to speak based
on skill and knowledge

Participants chosen primarily for ability to
in� uence or commit stakeholders

Participants tend to be chosen for their
knowledge of the policy arena, open-
mindedness, and their personal reputation.

Participants tend to be selected because
their presence generates or at least increases
commitment by stakeholders to the out-
comes of the process.

May exclude of� cial policy makers. How-
ever, may include second-tier of� cials who
have more substantive knowledge of the
issues but no ability to commit their organi-
zation.

At least some of� cial policy-makerspresent,
as well as legitimate spokespersons for
stakeholder organizationsor communities.

increase the legitimacy of the proposals that emerge, especially when they let
stakeholders have a greater say in the selection of their own spokespeople.

Representatives can be selected by stakeholder communities that make
their own decisions about who should attend and in what capacity. Or,
they can be selected by a convener or an organizing committee that relies
on informal networks to identify “the right” parties to invite. The choice
is signi� cant. For example, it would not be reasonable to expect dialogue
members to sway their constituencies unless those constituencies had signi� -
cant say in the selection of the participants.

The objectives of the interaction are, or should be, the key consideration
in designing an MSD. When high levels of mistrust or uncertainty prevail,
MSDs should probably be designed with no expectation of commitments. By
excluding the need to arrive at consensus, parties can explore their disagree-
ments more frankly. What non-committal processes usually seek is better
understanding of the issues, better relationships among stakeholders, and
perhaps an increased capacity on the part of stakeholders to absorb technical
or other relevant background material. Commitment-seeking processes, on
the other hand, aim for more. They work best when relationships are some-
what improved, perhaps through previous dialogues. These processes seek to
generate options or recommendations to the de� ned problem that all parties
agree are the best.

In the following sections, we give examples of each of these types of
dialogues. No MSD described here is a perfect example of a dialogue; rather
the examples illustrate the two fundamental choices we have outlined, the
implications of these choices for the MSD outcomes, and the potential for
MSDs to improve the quality and legitimacy of of� cial negotiations.Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Type I Dialogues

Sometimes, a seemingly intractable con� ict will emerge around a set of
policy choices about which parties � nd it dif� cult to talk. Stakeholders
may have heard public pronouncements issued by others that � y in the
face of all they believe and value. They may know little if anything about
the information or rationale that underlies such statements. Furthermore, a
signi� cant degree of mistrust may exist, making some parties unwilling even
to meet with others for fear of being co-opted or used for public relations
purposes. In such cases, Type I MSDs can be used to initiate communication,
build relationships (and understanding) among stakeholders, and to exchange
information that may help the stakeholders, conveners, and decision makers
understand the sources of the controversy.

Many organizations – such as Chatham House in the United Kingdom
– host Type I dialogues among in� uential and knowledgeable people about
issues of international importance or controversies surrounding important and
topical international issues. Individuals, organizations, and corporations are
free to join the Chatham House on an equal basis. Currently, the member-
ship of the organization includes leading and knowledgeable persons from
politics, business, the media, the academic world and non-governmental
organizations. The institution itself takes no positions on the issues around
which it hosts dialogues; instead, any report or other record created is always
attributed to the author.

In the dialogues, participants examine speci� c issues and their potential
policy implications. These dialogues may be recorded or they may be kept
private under the Chatham House Rule, which says that “participants are free
to use the information received, but neither the identity nor the af� liation of
the speakers, nor that of any other participant may be revealed; nor may it be
mentioned that the information was received at a meeting of the Institute.”16

Other Type I dialogues may be hosted by multilateral organizations or
countries. For example, the OECD convened The OECD Consultation with
Non-Governmental Organisations on Questions of Biotechnology and Other
Aspects of Food Safety17 on November 20, 1999. The intention of the dialogue
was for the OECD to hear and understand the views of participating NGOs
on biotechnology and other aspects of food safety. Held at the OECD’s Paris
headquarters, the dialogue included representatives from non-governmental
organizations, business, trade unions, scienti� c communities, and govern-
ment representatives from the � ve relevant OECD committees. Diplomatic
representatives of a number of OECD Member countries also attended as
observers.

Each meeting began with opening statements from speakers, followed
by a period during which participants could explore the issues introduced.Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Three sessions were held dealing with consumer concerns, environmental
concerns, and agriculture food sector concerns. Each session was chaired
by a media personality.18 Chairs prepared session summaries highlighting
the ideas, concepts and points of view that emerged during the consulta-
tion. A summary of the whole consultation was prepared by the OECD
Secretary-General.

Other examples of Type I dialogues include Dialogue Sessions such as the
multistakeholder dialogue at the 8th Informal Meeting of Environment Minis-
ters, Bergen, Norway and the Roundtable on Environment, Development, and
Sustainable Peace (EDSP) which was held during the 2002 World Summit on
Sustainable Development (WSSD).

Type II Dialogues

Type II dialogues do not seek to generate a consensus or a uni� ed product.
Unlike Type I dialogues, however, they do seek to draw out “of� cial state-
ments” from individual participants in their capacity as representatives of key
constituencies. Thus, Type II dialogues can lead to the setting of a public
agenda or the clari� cation of questions that need to be answered before formal
decision making should proceed. They may also be used to clarify the need
for, and establish the agenda and plan to implement, Type III and Type IV
MSDs. Because some commitments by stakeholders are sought, Type II
dialogues must include at least some representatives of stakeholder groups
who can speak for and encourage the desired actions by their constituents.

The UN Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) Multistake-
holder Dialogues are one important set of examples of Type II dialogues.19

With of� cial representatives from CSD member countries as well as
non-government stakeholder representatives, these MSDs20 have sought to
generate dialogue among of� cial negotiators and representatives of the Major
Groups for the purpose of exchanging ideas and presenting fresh perspect-
ives to inform the intergovernmental process. After each dialogue, the Chair
produces a Chair’s report summarizing the discussion – usually re� ecting the
key themes and suggestions raised in the dialogue.

To identify possible participants, the CSD Secretariat picks focal organi-
zations – obvious leaders among the Major Groups – to identify and ascertain
the interests within their category of stakeholders. These focal organizations
use their informal networks to identify and invite potential contributors or
they may organize more explicit consultations among themselves. What level
of internal consultations constituencies decide to employ is their choice. The
Major Groups vary in their internal cohesion as well as the extent of their
usual internal consultation processes. In general, they all involve diverse
constituencies, so the selection of representatives to speak for the differentDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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positions within these constituencies, especially when there are obvious
internal divisions, is dif� cult.

Consensus is not sought in such multistakeholder dialogues, although
some government representatives say that consensus might be a useful goal.
The Chair’s report is published as part of the of� cial proceedings; however,
whether government delegates use the � ndings is a matter of individual
choice. Generally, the MSDs that have been more successful in in� uen-
cing policy makers have been those aggressively promoted by the Chair and
supported by stakeholder lobbying. In those MSDs where the Chair has acted
as an engaged facilitator and promoter of the process, stakeholders have been
able to achieve a lively debate and mobilize follow-up activities.

Other examples of Type II dialogues include the 1991 International
Conference on Freshwater MSD in Bonn, and the Gland Workshop.

Type III Dialogues

In their effort to in� uence international negotiations and policy making,
Type III dialogues seek to go beyond Types I and II by producing joint
policy recommendations for consideration by relevant decision makers.
Type III MSDs invite stakeholder representatives – participating in their
personal capacity – to speak about the values and ideas they know best. The
commitments of organizations are not sought. These dialogues represent only
respected individuals speaking on their own behalf. Such dialogues seek to
increase the effectiveness of group problem solving by reducing the need to
defend formal positions of groups or organizations. Success does not require
agreement on a complete package; elements upon which participants agree
might ultimately be shaped into an agreement that can constitute a successful
product. When Type III dialogues are successful, they produce one or more
proposals that achieve the status of “ideas in good currency” in of� cial
forums.

One example of a Type III dialogue is The Talloires Policy Dialogue on
Trade and Environment.21 In March 1994, several American foundations22

took the initiative to host a series of meetings to bring together repres-
entatives from the international environmental community and the trade-
policy community to discuss (privately and informally) con� icts that had
emerged around the intersection of trade and environmental policy and,
where possible, to suggest possible options for the resolution of the most
controversial issues.

The purpose of the MSD was to create an on-going dialogue in which
some of� cial decision makers and in� uential “unof� cials” could explore
differences, build understanding, seek areas of common ground, and explore
possible solutions that they as individuals could agree were most appropriateDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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for actions by international policy makers. Among the desired products was
an intellectual and policy framework for dealing with seemingly intractable
con� icts between the trade and environmental points of view. The goal was
to communicate this framework and feasible options to the relevant policy-
making bodies, particularly the newly-created World Trade Organization
Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE).

The Talloires Policy Dialogue began with a meeting hosted by the Rocke-
feller Brothers Fund in New York in March 1994. From this session, a steering
committee – representing a balance of environmental and trade participants,
as well as developed and developing country interests – was formed to choose
participants for the Talloires Policy Dialogue. Then, the question was asked
by the Steering Committee, are there other stakeholder categories that must
be included, and who can best represent them? The Steering Committee
identi� ed potential participants using its informal networks. The selected
participants held important positions in the trade and environmental arenas.
They were invited to attend an informal dialogue that would only produce
public summaries outlining points of agreement and disagreement; who said
what would not be indicated.

The Talloires Policy Dialogue met four times between 1994 and 1996 in
Talloires, France. Designed by the Steering Committee and dialogue facil-
itators to be closely synchronized with the work of the CTE, this MSD
explored the most contentious problems on the CTE agenda and possible
solutions to them. Included, for example, were whether environmental taxes
or charges imposed to achieve environmental purposes should be considered
trade barriers, how trade sanctions ought to be included in multilateral
environmental agreements, the lack of transparency in the WTO’s operations,
and the possible trade impacts of eco-labeling. In the last meeting, parti-
cipants considered recommendations that might be included in the CTE’s
report to the WTO Ministerial Conference held in Singapore in December
1996. Particular emphasis was placed on reframing the WTO’s mandate and
implementing a more transparent approach to its ongoing negotiations. All
meetings were facilitated by professional mediators.

Before each session, the organizers prepared and distributed a background
paper on speci� c issues that were suggested by the Steering Committee,
drawing on writings of experts in the � eld and framing the key questions in
dispute. The background papers (not more than 10 pages each) were distrib-
uted with copies of the referenced literature in advance of each session.
Each meeting ended with the facilitators summarizing and identifying the
main points of agreement and disagreement. These summaries were prepared
by the facilitators in written form (without attributing speci� c proposals or
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comments to particular individuals), vetted by MSD participants, and then
distributed to the participants for use at their discretion.

The Talloires Dialogues did all the things a “Good Ideas” dialogue
would be expected to do – it established networking relationships among
adversaries, facilitated the exchange of information, helped scope the formal
agenda of the relevant decision-making body, and strengthened the institu-
tional capacity of some of the participants from developing countries. But it
also did more. It illustrated the capacity of such an MSD to produce politically
plausible response options to some of the toughest issues facing the of� cial
negotiators.

Other examples of Type III dialogues include the Working Group for the
Preparation of a Draft Convention on Access to Environmental Information
and Public Participation in Environmental Decision-Making, the NGO Global
Forum, and the World Commission on Dams.

Type IV Dialogues

Including of� cial and unof� cial stakeholders with the capacity to commit,
or signi� cantly in� uence their constituents, Type IV dialogues seek to create
a set of consensus recommendations that can be taken to of� cial decision-
making forums with the hope, and perhaps expectation, that it will be
incorporated into of� cial policy. Type IV dialogues seek to build legitimacy
through both the formal positions of participants and the fact that they have
been able to reach consensus. Dialogue members are chosen for their ability
to commit or signi� cantly encourage their constituencies to agree to and
implement the dialogue’s recommended policies and actions.

Two examples of Type IV multistakeholder dialogues are the Schlan-
genbad Pre-COP23 Informal Workshop on Climate Change and the Buenos
Aires Pre-COP Informal Workshop on Climate Change. In 1997, the
Schlangenbad Workshop on Climate Change24 provided an opportunity for
individuals deeply involved in the climate change negotiations – senior nego-
tiators, relevant experts (in law, policy, technology, and science), and repres-
entatives from non-governmental organizations – to discuss issues related to
the convention on climate change in a setting free from the constraints of
formal negotiations.

The Schlangenbad Workshop participants met immediately prior to the
� nal negotiating session of the Ad Hoc Group on the Berlin Mandate and
the Third Meeting of the Conference of the Parties in Kyoto, Japan. This
MSD was designed to allow participants to explore a wide range of ideas
and suggestions that were more responsive to the particular problems likely
to be considered at the formal negotiation sessions. Participants were drawn
from a wide range of developed and developing countries, environmental
organizations, and business interests.
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To better prepare for the Workshop, the facilitation team undertook more
than 20 off-the-record, con� dential interviews with national delegates to
probe possible tradeoffs and generate policy suggestions. The facilitators
incorporated the results of these interviews into an unof� cial background
paper, which was distributed to the participants before the Workshop. The
paper highlighted points of disagreement that were creating barriers to
consensus and outlined a possible “package” that might bridge these differ-
ences at Kyoto. As a result of the interviews, sessions at the Workshop were
devoted to each of the following key topics:

² What are the major issues that should be resolved before Kyoto?
² What linkages among these issues might provide a basis for tradeoffs

that could promote consensus?
² What needs to be done after Kyoto – both to implement whatever

Protocol is adopted and to further the objectives of the convention –
to stabilize greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere at a safe
level?

This last point represented a signi� cant shift in thinking since the parti-
cipants were focused almost entirely on the upcoming Kyoto negotiations to
the exclusion of the period beyond. The Schlangenbad Workshop was not
intended to reach closure on major policy matters before the Conference of
the Parties, but it did provide an opportunity for joint exploration and informal
problem solving that included testing the level of acceptance of certain new
policy ideas. At the end, the MSD led to the emergence of new “ideas in
good currency” (without asking anyone to risk the appearance of premature
commitments) and the identi� cation of strategies and packages of options that
might help resolve disagreements.

The Workshop produced a summary document that was vetted by parti-
cipants and distributed to both participants and of� cial negotiators at the
Kyoto meeting. Summaries of the Workshop were introduced at the of� cial
negotiations in a time frame intended to convey the key understandings of
the brainstorming process and in� uence formal decision making. There was
a general sense that, given more time, a series of such workshops could have
stimulated an even deeper and more far-reaching result.

The second Pre-COP Workshop, the Buenos Aires Pre-COP Informal
Workshop on Climate Change,25 was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina in
October 1998. Prior to the Workshop, the facilitation team prepared a
background paper based on interviews with nearly 30 invited participants.
The Workshop began with a two-day session for 11 senior of� cials from
non-Annex I countries26 and non-governmental organizations. Twenty-� ve
participants from both Annex I and non-Annex I countries spent a third day
jointly discussing the following six issues: Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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² how to increase the pace of signature and rati� cation of the Kyoto
Protocol;

² how to move toward implementation of the key elements of the Kyoto
Protocol, even while waiting for its entry into force;

² how to engage the private sector more directly and formally in the imple-
mentation of the original objectives of the Climate Change Convention;

² how to build con� dence in on-going efforts to implement the Climate
Change Convention while increasing the cooperation between Annex I
and non-Annex I Parties;

² how to support ongoing efforts in non-Annex I countries to reduce the
growth of greenhouse gas emissions; and

² how to shape a research agenda responsive to the original objectives of
the FCCC.27

The MSD generated a number of strategies related to giving a clear
signal that progress was being made towards implementation of the Protocol
and the Convention and convincing the world-at-large that climate change
remained a crucial issue. Examples of proposed strategies included: docu-
menting progress and publishing detailed descriptions of voluntary efforts to
date; developing preliminary pilot tests of new implementation mechanisms
(such as emissions trading); expanding the role of the private sector; and
reorganizing the work of the COP Secretariat and Subsidiary Bodies.

In conjunction with the Climate Change Secretariat and its Extended
Bureau, as well as the Chairman for the upcoming Buenos Aires COP,
the Workshop facilitation team produced a formal report synthesizing these
recommendations. The report was distributed to all 175 national delegations
in advance of the November 2–13, 1998 COP. The formal sessions adopted a
number of the recommendations.

Other examples of Type IV dialogues are rare. The World Commission
on Dams Forum was at times a Type IV dialogue where participants deliber-
ated upon and re� ned the deliberations of the World Commission on Dams.
Ultimately, however, resource constraints limited this dialogue’s ability to
contribute to the quality and legitimacy of the WCD’s � nal report.28

Beyond Convening: Facilitating MSDs

For MSDs to be successful, good facilitation is usually required. From our
experience facilitating MSDs, including several of the cases described above,
we have found that there are a set of basic facilitation requirements that must
be met by MSD facilitators or chairs.29 First, a con� ict or issue assessment,
prepared by an independent or “neutral” party is necessary to ensure that an
MSD brings together the right people, focused on the right issues. ProcessDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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managers focus on the preparation of a written con� ict or issue assessment
to help frame the dialogue. Such assessments – based on off-the-record inter-
views with a wide range of potential stakeholders – give the MSD conveners
a clear sense of how the issue is viewed in the world-at-large. A complete
assessment is also essential for organizations seeking to brief their chosen
representatives or for individuals attending in their personal capacity.

Second, MSD facilitators or chairs have to be sure that all participants
begin with a relevant set of background materials. They should ensure the
distribution of key documents that summarize the information that already
exists and generate a new (unbiased) synthesis that goes beyond the positions
that have already been staked out. This is especially true when facilitating
dialogues that include unof� cials with less technical capacity.

During the MSD, facilitators, or process managers, should also be avail-
able to help participants produce documents that either serve as a focus for
understanding disagreements or offer a basis for generating new agreements
that participants can take back to their constituencies. This kind of on-line
process assistance usually requires the assistance of a team of facilitators –
one to coordinate the conversation, one to keep track of points of agreement
and disagreement, and one to handle meeting logistics.

Finally, an activist facilitator can look for and point out weaknesses in
the efforts of the group and can offer assistance as needed – sometimes even
outside the meeting. For example, sub-committees of MSD participants might
meet between formal meetings of the full group to hammer out options or
choices that the full group seems unable to handle.

Unfortunately, most MSDs are not professionally facilitated. Either the
organizers do not have the resources to employ such assistance or they do not
fully appreciate that facilitation requires the involvement of skilled profes-
sionals with both process-management skills and substantive background
in the issues under discussion. Too often, staff of convening organizations
attempt to provide minimal facilitation themselves, not realizing that indi-
vidual stakeholder organizations are not likely to be viewed as non-partisan
by other stakeholders, and thus are not likely to be credible as process
managers. Finally, MSD sponsors rarely invest suf� cient time and resources
in pre-MSD issue assessment, information gathering, and joint fact-� nding.
This means that less experienced or less well-� nanced groups are always at a
disadvantage.

Culture and Facilitation

While we have found that the principles outlined above apply to the facilita-
tion of different kinds of dialogues in a wide variety of settings, we also
acknowledge the importance of culture – that is, ethnicity, nationality, discip-Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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linarity, and so on.30 Cultural dynamics can affect many aspects of MSD
design and management, including: (1) the speed at which people work; (2)
the extent to which relationship issues are important and how quickly they
need to be addressed; (3) the extent to which ideology may appear to trump
factual analysis; and (4) the need for translation.

We have found that ensuring effective communication is usually the
biggest challenge in multicultural dialogue. Where signi� cant cultural differ-
ences and perhaps disagreements exist MSD facilitators and chairs must
proceed slowly at the outset to permit adequate time for developing ground
rules and clarifying terminology. Process managers may also want to use
caucuses or parallel work sessions so that “like-minded” participants can stop
periodically to check in with each other. As the process unfolds, facilitators
and chairs must stay vigilant to ensure that all parties understand each other.
It helps, too, if the facilitation team is itself multicultural in composition.
In some cases, certain participant groups may need specialized advocates or
advisors to assist them in interpreting what is going on. Others may need to
contact constituencies more often as they absorb new information and ideas.

Many of the MSD management efforts described above can be seen as part
of an attempt to build an ad hoc culture for a speci� c dialogue that transcends
pre-existing cultural differences. Joint rules of interaction, norms, language,
shared facts and analyses, and new relationships can form the basis of an
overarching shared culture (unique to the MSD forum), especially if the inter-
action among participants and organizations occurs over multiple sessions.31

Furthermore, if we assume that any individual has multiple cultural character-
istics – professional, ethnic, national, political – then the potential for � nding
commonalities among individuals becomes more likely. It is not unlikely, for
example, that while engineers from different countries may differ on a given
issue, as engineers they will share some similar insights.

Qualities of Successful MSDs

To achieve their purposes, multistakeholder dialogues need to establish them-
selves as legitimate sources of information and in� uence. MSD designers
must consider how the process (of participant selection and information
gathering) will be assessed by others and how the outcome will be reviewed
(Innes 1999; Ferenz 2002). Because MSDs need to attract, and retain,
key stakeholders with limited attention and resources (along with funding
dollars), MSD designers must work to generate and maintain legitimacy
from beginning to end. In evaluating process and outcomes – and in deter-
mining what leads to perceptions of legitimacy – we believe observers and
participants attach a great deal of weight to fairness, wisdom, and ef� ciency.Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Fairness

Fairness is one of the basic values of society, and it is usually used as
an important criterion in assessing deliberative and participatory processes.
Determining whether the outcome of a multistakeholder process is fair can
be dif� cult. The different values held by each stakeholder group make it hard
to agree on a common metric for assessing the allocation of gains and losses
among different groups.32 At the very least, most observers believe that the
fairness of the outcome hinges on the fairness of the process by which it was
achieved.

In looking at both process and outcomes, fairness is most often measured
in terms of stakeholder perceptions.33 Questions about the perceived level of
fairness can be posed at every step and about every aspect of a multistake-
holder dialogue – including the dialogue itself, its design, the ability of
participants to voice concerns about process design, or implementation. More
speci� cally, Webler (1995) suggests that fairness can be measured in terms of
access, initiative, debate, and decision.34

For example, a process design gains legitimacy when stakeholders feel that
they, or some appropriate representative of their concerns, have participated
in the dialogue or its design. A similar recognition of legitimacy might be
achieved if a trusted, impartial person, organization, or steering committee
– comprised of a balanced set of stakeholder representatives – took overall
responsibility for process design.

Wisdom

A fair process does not necessarily produce the wisest outcome, even if the
participants feel they were treated well. Wise outcomes are those that with-
stand the scrutiny of technically quali� ed, independent analysts as well as
stakeholders. That is, the outcome of an MSD should be seen as producing
the best or at least a reasonable set of proposals given the knowledge available
at the time (Susskind and Cruikshank 1987). Wise outcomes are most likely
to be achieved when participants have ready access to relevant information
and jointly selected expertise in a language or a form that they can use (Lynn
and Kartez 1995; Ehrmann and Stinson 1999; Ozawa 1991).

Ef� ciency

Finally, an MSD process should be ef� cient. At � rst blush, this is a measure-
ment of how well the MSD achieves its purpose. Second, ideally the bene� ts
of the dialogue should outweigh its costs. Cost-bene� t calculations, however,
are very much in the “eye of the beholder.” For example, conveners mightDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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assess the outcome of an MSD in terms of the increased odds of implementing
an agreement compared to the costs of mounting the process. A non-partisan
facilitator might assess the outcome of an MSD in light of the extent to which
the interests of all the parties are met (and no joint gains are left unclaimed).
On the other hand, particular stakeholders from industry and civil society
often evaluate the outcome of an MSD in terms of their cost of participating
compared to their impact on the resulting agreement. A priori valuations of
the ef� ciency of an MSP are likely to in� uence when and how MSDs are
used and who chooses to participate. After-the-fact assessments are rarely
prepared in a systematic way.

Evaluating MSDs

While too broad to apply to any particular MSD, the above indicators can be
used to formulate more speci� c indicators for evaluating MSD success. Under
any circumstance, it is necessary to focus on both process characteristics
and outcomes. Webler (1995) has proposed a set of indicators that can be
used to measure process success in terms of deliberative democratic norms.
Innes (1999) has developed a list of 16 indicators that can be used to eval-
uate speci� c consensus-building efforts, covering both process and outcome
success. In a recent evaluation of four MSDs convened by the Commission
on Sustainable Development, Ferenz (2002) used the following indicators:
² the degree to which the dialogues have met the primary goals of the

organizers and stakeholders;
² the degree to which participants, observers and experts in the substantive

� elds involved consider the outcomes fruitful and legitimate;
² the degree to which government representatives attach importance to the

dialogue process and the policy recommendations produced;
² the degree to which the dialogues have in� uenced the formulation and

implementation of sustainable development goals and strategies in the
topic areas they address;

² the degree to which dialogues have generated concrete follow-up efforts.

Challenges, Opportunities and Future Puzzles

In this section, we explore some of the additional challenges that MSD
conveners face. Speci� cally, these are: (1) getting the right individuals to
attend; (2) limited resources; (3) selecting the right facilitator; and (4) inte-
grating MSDs into existing institutions. Finally, we raise some additional
questions that others in the research community may want to address.Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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Management Challenge #1: Attracting Ideal Participants

Choosing what MSD type to convene is an important decision, but that
decision means little unless the MSD organizers get the right people to attend.
How can MSD organizers increase their chances of attracting the right indi-
viduals to participate? Should they invite participants themselves, should they
attempt to link with a key institution or other entity that will enhance the
legitimacy of the invitation, and thus the draw of the MSD, or should they
form a steering committee comprised of key stakeholders who can use their
informal networks to convince potential participants to come?35

Where stakeholders are given signi� cant say about who should attend
the MSD from their constituency, MSD designers and conveners must also
consider the capacity of these constituencies to choose the best candidates.
Unfortunately, many stakeholder communities are not well-organized or prac-
ticed at managing internal differences. Thus, it may be hard for of� cial
representatives to re� ect the full range of views within their organization or
agency – it takes great skill and preparation to represent a highly fractured
group.36 Often, drawing boundaries around who is “key” is a very political
act. It may require extensive negotiation to ensure a legitimate outcome (in
the eyes of the world-at-large), yet many organizations pay scant attention
to this problem when they select their leaders. MSD conveners may have to
decide whether it is better to have the of� cial spokesperson from a group
or, instead, to invite the person likely to be most effective in portraying the
internal debates within that same group.

Also to be considered is the fact that there are usually different “levels” at
which stakeholders can be involved. Exactly how each party communicates
with the full group, what role each is given, and what impact it has on the
outcome of a dialogue may vary depending on the level of participation that
each is granted. Some stakeholders, for example, may be invited to submit
their views in writing or to make only a single presentation to the full group.
The rest of the participants would take this information into account when
including stakeholders’ views in their deliberations.

Consider the CSD MSDs as an example. The CSD Secretariat picks focal
organizations – obvious leaders among the major groups – to identify and
ascertain the interests within each category of stakeholders. These groups,
which are given the task to self-organize, vary in their internal cohesion
as well as their skill levels. The fact that the Major Groups37 are all huge
and diverse constituencies poses an inherent problem of representativeness,
especially when there are obvious internal divisions. As perhaps the most
organized of the Major Groups, the NGO group used a steering committee
to govern selection of its representatives. This arrangement fell apart in the
spring of 2001.38 The NGO steering committee, which was an aggregation ofDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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organizations and issue caucuses, used its networks to advertise the selection
process and solicit input. Where there were too many organizations inter-
ested or there were problems of balance (across such factors as North/South
or gender), the steering committee sought a consensus about which of the
interested organizations should participate as speakers and which should act
only as observers – providing input to the NGO internal preparatory meet-
ings and document production process.39 The degree to which stakeholder
communities are well organized may also be related to their satisfaction with
the results of a dialogue. For example, Dubash et al. (2001) found that stake-
holder communities that were less organized were also less satis� ed with their
experience with the World Commission on Dams.

Management Challenge #2: Limited Resources

Trust building requires that stakeholders spend signi� cant periods of time
together. Yet, lack of funds and time constraints make one-shot, short
dialogues the norm. MSD designers and conveners face real resource limita-
tions. Multistakeholder dialogues can be expensive, especially at the inter-
national level. Background papers and other relevant documents need to be
prepared, meetings scheduled and organized, and inter-meeting communic-
ations among participants, organizers, and constituencies must be managed.
When some organizations or participants lack adequate resources, MSDs may
also be called upon to cover travel expenses. Where the independence of the
participants or the process is essential, a lack of funds – especially those
given without apparent or real strings attached – may signi� cantly hamper
the ability of the process to both deliver credible results and to maintain its
political legitimacy.

Similarly, potential participants, especially those with signi� cant in� u-
ence or decision-making power, have severe limits on their time. MSDs can
require intensive effort, including preparation before meetings and follow-up
activities afterwardst. Because of this, participants often � nd it dif� cult to do
their “homework.” Similarly, they may not spend suf� cient time examining
the deeper interests of their constituency, instead relying on “ready-made”
statements of positions as the basis for their participation. Where a participant
needs to speak for or about multiple and con� icting interests, the need for
internal consultations expands and the MSD suffers when these consultations
are not conducted.

Management Challenge #3: Improving Facilitation

When multiple parties representing multiple perspectives consider multiple
issues, complexity can become overwhelming (Zartman 1994). Which issuesDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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get addressed when and by whom is key to the outcomes produced (Sebenius
1996). Facilitators and chairs can make a crucial difference in the structure
and performance of dialogues, negotiations, and consensus-building efforts;
whether their in� uence is positive or negative depends, of course, on the
quality of the intervention (Susskind 1994; Sebenius 1984; Ferenz 2002).40

Evaluations of domestic MSDs also highlight the importance of effective
facilitation.41 Yet, to date there is still a negative response within most inter-
national circles to the idea of using professional process managers to assist
of� cial designated chairs.

Management Challenge #4: Integrating MSDs into Existing Institutions

While some MSDs are spun off by existing decision-making structures – for
example the World Commission on Dams and the Talloires Policy Dialogues
– others take place within the con� nes of institutional arrangements and activ-
ities. When formally attached to of� cial decision-making processes, MSDs
can raise all kinds of concerns. Even when the exact links between MSDs and
formal policy making are not stated, these “attached” MSDs, because of their
close proximity to decision making, are often constrained by the more formal
rules of the of� cial bodies involved. This risks undermining the whole point
of using MSDs to get beyond the constraints of most of� cial decision-making
bodies. One example is the CSD Multistakeholder Dialogues. Embedded
within the structure of the Commission on Sustainable Development, these
dialogues are constrained by the rules of the UN and related concerns about
national sovereignty. Because of this, the role of these MSDs is tenuous.

A Research Agenda

There are still many questions that need to be answered about MSDs. First,
are they helping to build institutional or organizational capacity across a
wide range of of� cial and unof� cial stakeholders, or are the same few actors
attending all the dialogues? Some non-government actors are well organized
and mobilized, others are not. When communities decide who should attend
to speak for or about them, do they give less “quali� ed” voices a chance to
participate or do they tend to choose those who are well experienced, thereby
limiting the capacity building?

Second, what are the best ways to handle the inevitable cultural differ-
ences that arise during MSDs? Because they often draw participants from
across the spectrum of society in different parts of the world, many cultures
are represented at most MSDs. Such cultural mixing creates logistical as
well as deeper obstacles to effective communication. The most obvious is
language. MSDs require a dialogue among participants who often speakDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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different languages. Simultaneous translation is expensive, and, in some
respects, creates obstacles to joint problem solving. In addition, MSDs typi-
cally involve the production and distribution of written material, which also
must be translated. This generates not only � nancial requirements, but it
also means that different stakeholders may come away with slightly different
reports on what happened and why. Furthermore, MSDs are based on the
premise that face-to-face dialogue and deliberation is the best method of
communication for encouraging joint problem solving. While we have had
success in such dialogues, and have learned some ways to improve commu-
nications among multiple cultures, face-to-face dialogue is dif� cult for some
groups. What can be done to build their capacity to participate?

Third, what role do power and capacity differences play in MSDs and
how do they affect their design? MSD conveners often presume that dialogue
can be neutral; that is, that no party is privileged by face-to-face communica-
tion. However, as some students of deliberation point out, rational argument
and dialogue do, in fact, privilege certain segments of society and exclude
others (Young 1990; Sanders 1997; Kelso 1978; Cohen and Rogers 1995). In
response to these perceived inequalities, Young and Sanders advocate that
some authority should regulate deliberation so that disempowered groups
have other methods of asserting their values and interest (such as storytelling
and “greeting”). Others point out that MSDs should not substitute informal
conversation (even if consensus is reached) for formal decision making by
accountable institutions because it is only these bodies that can provide a
“level playing � eld,” ensuring all parties a fair hearing (Kelso 1978; Cohen
and Rogers 1995).

These are testable propositions. There are dozens of MSDs organized each
year. For scholars who want to make a contribution to the developing theory
and practice of multistakeholder dialogue, focusing on cultural and capacity
barriers (and how they might be overcome), the prospects and methods
for encouraging organizational, not just individual, learning, and the best
methods of ensuring that all stakeholders are able to express their views and
participate effectively in face-to-face dialogue would be extremely helpful.

Notes

1. Civil-society participation has increased in diplomatic efforts, especially those revolving
around protracted and seemingly intractable con� icts. Many of these efforts revolve
around communications between unof� cials in each group and are known as Track Two
diplomacy (Rouhana and Kelman 1994; Burton and Dukes 1990). There is a growing
recognition in diplomatic circles, however, that even though improved communication
between unof� cials is valuable, coordination and dialogue between the � rst (of� cial) and
second (unof� cial) tracks is also important (Lederach 1997). These efforts have beenDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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dubbed Track-One-and-a-Half diplomacy because they involve dialogue between actors
normally restricted to Tracks One and Two (Susskind and Ferenz 2001).

2. See for example, the evaluation of 20 MSPs by Hemmati et al. (2001).
3. The evaluation of MSPs by Hemmati et al. (2001) contains several MSDs. See also the

evaluation of the UNCSD MSDs (Ferenz 2002) and the evaluation of the World Commis-
sion on Dams (Dubash et al. 2001). Many other examples of MSDs can be found by
perusing current UN and other multilateral organizationwebsites.

4. Hemmati et al. (2001) and Ferenz (2002).
5. Adapted from Hanchey (1998: 16).
6. Note that framing MSD objectives in this particular hierarchy is intended to initiate

discussion rather than to suggest a � nal ordering. Some might argue, for example, that
in situations of high con� ict, transforming relationships may be a higher-order outcome
than is suggested in our hierarchy.

7. For example, see Forester (1999), Susskind and Field (1996) and Rothman (1997). For
Track Two diplomatic perspectives, see Rouhana and Kelman (1994), Burton and Dukes
(1990), and Lederach (1997).

8. Gurevitch (1989) posits that dialogues not only improve understanding, but they also
reveal areas where complete understanding is unlikely to be achieved. Discovering areas
of “non understanding” within a good dialogue while improving relationships, parties
can move beyond questioning each other’s values to explore productive considerationsof
mutually agreeable joint solutions, even if they do so for different reasons (Sunstein 1995,
1999).

9. See, for example, Ehrmann and Stinson (1999).
10. These choices may not be exclusive, but this separation of roles does re� ect real resource

and time constraintsplaced on of� cial and unof� cial decision makers. Such persons often
are expected to engage in more activities and decisions than they can personally handle
(see for example, Kingdon 1995; Cohen et al. 1972).

11. Once the organizers know whom they want to invite, and in what capacity, they also need
to consider how they will attract these participants. They may do so through their own
reputation or by using the reputation of some parties already committed to supporting the
dialogue – for example, members of a steering committee or a supporting institution or
organization.We address this question later in the paper.

12. “[W]e are talking about individualsor groups that want or ought to be involved in decision
making, but at different levels of intensity. Some stakeholders may be involved in a core
negotiating team, others may have their interests represented on that team, and still others
may choose to observe the process from the sidelines” (Susskind 1999: 13).

13. For a list of the Major Groups identi� ed in Agenda 21, plus some links to speci� c
organizationswithin them see http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/mlinks.htm.

14. The speci� c list of organizations can be found at WCD’s website: http://www.dams.
org/about/forum_list.htm

15. The same applies for Track Two diplomatic efforts. While they may involve represent-
atives of different interests within the con� icting groups, they are essentially bilateral.
Multilateralism is generally invoked to elicit possible divisions within groups and to
loosen up rigid positions (Kelman 1998).

16. See http://www.riia.org/meetings/rule.html
17. Information on this MSD is drawn from Hemmati et al. (2001) as well as relevant OECD

documents, including the meeting summaries which can be found at http://www1.oecd.
org/subject/biotech/sum_rep.htm Downloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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18. Speci� cally, Stephen Moore (The Wall Street Journal Europe), Marie-Odile Monchicourt
(France Info), and Guy Faulkner (Agra-Europe).

19. See Ferenz (2002) and Hemmati et al. (2001).
20. By the time of the World Summit on Sustainable Development, there will have been six

MSDs on different topics. See http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/msdialog.htm
21. The description of this MSD is based on Martinez and Susskind (2000) and Susskind,

Chayes and Martinez (1997) as well as personal communications with Jan Martinez, one
of the organizers and facilitators of this process. More information about how this MSD
was facilitated can be found in the above-cited articles.

22. The German Marshall Fund, The Kendall Foundation, The Pew Charitable Trust, The
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and The Charles Stewart Mott Fund.

23. “COP” means Conference of the Parties under the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change, adopted in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.

24. See Martinez and Susskind (2001) and CBI (1997). The Schlangenbad Workshop was
underwritten by the Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment
and the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation. More information about how this MSD was
facilitated can be found in the above-cited articles.

25. See Martinez and Susskind (2001). The Workshop was underwritten by the Dutch
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment, and the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund. More information about how this MSD was facilitated can be found in the
above-cited article.

26. “Non-Annex I” refers to those developing countries that have not undertaken speci� c
carbon emission reduction targets under Annex I of the 1992 Framework Convention on
Climate Change.

27. See Martinez and Susskind (2001).
28. See, for example, Dubash et al. (2001).
29. The Consensus Building Institute (CBI) has over two decades of successful practice as

facilitators of North-South Dialogue at a regional and global scale. For recent descrip-
tions of CBI’s work, see Susskind and Ferenz (2001), Martinez and Susskind (2000),
and Ferenz (2002). Three of CBI’s experiences are also described earlier in this paper
as examples of Type III and Type IV dialogues. For a comprehensive treatment of
facilitation, see Susskind et al. (1999).

30. We believe that thinking about culture should transcend examinations of national and
ethnic differences. For example, Avruch (1998) argues that it is not only important to
consider the more obvious national and ethnic differences, but also those found between
different professions, values, sexual and political beliefs, and so on.

31. Many policy efforts may include multiple, simultaneous dialogues convened by different
organizations. In other cases, dialogues may follow one another in a sequence. For
example, the World Commission on Dams was preceded by the Gland Workshop. In his
argument downplaying the importance of cultural differences,Zartman (1993) argues that
a common, professional diplomatic culture often transcends other cultural differences in
international diplomacy.

32. For example, see Schön and Rein (1994).
33. We acknowledge that the perceptionsof non-stakeholderscan also matter as they in� uence

the opinions of stakeholders.
34. Access: Is the process open to all stakeholders? If so, in what stages did they participate?

Can members of the lay public who are not represented by an organized interest group
participate? If so, in what stages did they participate?Initiative:Who sets the initial direc-
tions for the process? Who determines the agenda and groundrules, who provides the listDownloaded from Brill.com03/15/2019 12:52:46AM
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of potential moderators, if any, and who leads the discussion? Debate: Who participates
in the actual discussion about the issues? Does everyone have an equal chance to put forth
views and ask questions? Do decision makers listen to each person’s voice? Decision:
Who ultimatelydecideson the agenda, rules, moderators, and what the substantiveprocess
will be? (Webler 1995).

35. For example, the World Commission on Dams (Type III) used a steering committee to
invite participants. The steering committee itself was formed as the result of an earlier
MSD, the Gland Workshop (Type II).

36. See for example, Susskind and Mnookin (1999).
37. See note 13 above.
38. See forthcoming CBI study for the CSD, footnote #4 above.
39. Ibid.
40. For example, Sebenius (1984) demonstrates the key role that the chair of the Law of the

Sea Conference played in helping parties come to consensus.
41. For example, Yosie and Herbst’s (1998) study of citizen involvement processes, including

MSDs, in Canada found that process managers, including facilitators, often do not know
or make effective use of the growing body of knowledge and best practices.
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